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The Drinking Hall



ISSUE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Evan Hughes EDITORIAL PANEL Andrew ‘Loki’ Saunders Dave Docherty Evan Hughes Michael ‘Millsy’ Mills Pete ‘PK’ Barfield Simon Miller DESIGN & PRODUCTION Michael ‘Millsy’ Mills ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE Pete ‘PK’ Barfield CARTOONIST Iron Mitten Wargame Bloggers Quarterly (WBQ) is free and published approximately every three months. All content and images remain the copyright of contributing author. No responsibility is assumed for statements made by contributing authors, the editorial panel or the editor-in-chief. Wargame Bloggers Quarterly is 100% advertising-free and will always remain so. This allows us to remain impartial and fair in all articles and content.



Welcome once again to another bumper issue of Wargame Bloggers Quarterly, the e-zine by bloggers for bloggers, searching out and bringing you the work of hobbyists across the globe. Let’s just stop and think about that for a moment. Thanks to the internet, we are now privileged to receive an insight into the work of our fellow enthusiasts wherever they are, exchanging ideas, forging friendships, organising, promoting, and reporting on events, and fostering a genuine sense of community. In the words of Kurt Vonnegut, ‘if this isn’t nice, I don’t know what is.’ There are more fine blogs out there than we at the WBQ Editorial Panel can ever hope to peruse, so we’re asking you, our many colleagues in the blogosphere, to come forward with your submissions for future issues. While the Panel has been diligent in searching out original content to grace the pages of this issue, we can’t be everywhere! The fact that so many of you blog on wargaming tells us that you believe you have something worth sharing, something which will help advance the hobby, or inspire and inform like-minded hobbyists. WBQ agrees wholeheartedly, and encourages you to take the next step and submit your work for publication. You can find our guidelines for submissions on page 9, so please, don’t be shy! Take a look at the content we’ve got lined up for you this issue; it’s all about taking the hobby just that little bit further, be it through educating the next generation of wargamers, or getting your own rule set into print. It’s about extending your painting and terrain-building skills, or honing your tactical ability to bring you victory on the tabletop. I am proud to have served as Editor-in-Chief for this, the first issue of our second volume, and to have been instrumental in bringing top-shelf blog content to a new audience. I now hand over the reins for Volume 2, Issue 2 to the estimable (and enviably focused) Dave Docherty, aka The Hero of the Sudan - Go get ‘em, Dave! Cheers, Evan
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The training of...



Armchair



Generals



Officer Cadet School



for war gamers



By Thomas Foss from Skull and Crown ~ http://skullandcrown.blogspot.com



Running convention games for the next generation Twisting whiskers and waxing nostalgic I’m sure you’ve noticed but our clique of war game aficionados are quickly climbing into the “old guard” status. As someone who considers himself with “hussar-like” tendencies, this ranks me as a blackguard according to the great Lasalle. So where do we get fresh recruits for our averaging dice grist? In what ways can we set that emotional hook - that passion for a hobby and camaraderie that lasts a lifetime? To answer this question I looked into my own past. Napoleoon and staff.



I remember mine. It was that scene in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. You know the one where the Colonel Scrumptious and grandpa Potts (his batman of yore) are playing effectively H.G. Well’s Little Wars - hurling books and drums at their wooden soldiers - and having a blast doing it. Seeing this had me taking the King’s shilling! The curious thing is that it took me over 3 decades to get back to that point. One day a few years ago my 4 year old son was “laying siege” with a large Nerf cannon against my block-built fort, bravely defended by a half dozen old wooden soldiers (bought at the Gettysburg museum a couple of decades previous). It was quickly apparent that I needed reinforcements. After an exhaustive search for more wooden toy soldiers and no success, I decided to make my own. Along with my wooden soldiers, I put together a simple set of rules, and now run large games at conventions across the country that involve children from ages 4-65 years of age.



Top down view of the battlefield with players and camp followers.



Now we all started somewhere down this road of toy soldiers, arcane libraries and buckets of dice, and I’ll bet my sabertache that every one of you has a story of their first battle or of collecting your first figures or even a unit! Remember that feeling when you saw a war game or that painted model and went all moon eyed? Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Those officer’s commissions pay off! A line unit takes fire from a battery of guns.



Bringing war back to the floor: convention games for cadets young and old My Wooden Wars rules set is harkens back to the days of H.G. Wells, who really gives me “street cred”. Players command armies of sturdy wooden soldiers, cavalry and artillery against each other on an expansive floor battlefield. Victory is achieved by knocking over all the opposing sides’ army by firing (tossing a small rubber balls) and melee (moving into contact), or by capturing key objectives like a star fort or the enemy’s flag.



I use in keeping the game fresh are the same I use for “big kids” games: Anticipation, a clear goal, and the chance for chaos!



Taking aim is a group effort.



Anticipation - activation and firing for effect At the top of a turn I shuffle and hand out an activation marker, face down, to each player. On command (yes, I have their attention) they all flip them over to see in which order they get to play. Quickly ADC’s are summoned and tactics are talked about before the first activation. Watching 8-10 year olds discuss whether their guns, which activate first should fire counter battery before the other side can fire, or fire upon the opposition’s hussars who activate next and are threatening the line infantry on the flank (who don’t get to go till activation 5 and are not in square) is awe inspiring. Teamwork and looking out for the good of the army, not just the unit are signs of great armchair officer material. By the way, the decision was counter battery, which was effective in taking out a gun and a mounted officer, but one ball ricocheted off of a building and came back, taking out a few grenadiers on the player’s team. War is heck.



French guard cross the bridge.



This is a very visual and visceral game, where tactics of the horse and musket period actually work.Although the balls fly around in an unhistorical manner, they are, nonetheless, devastating when they hit! Cadets quickly understand why you form in line and columns are only when the possible reward outweighs the risk. A convention sized Wooden Wars game has 5-8 players per side, each commanding one or two units. This seems like a lot of young cadets to keep track of, and it can be if they lose focus, so the trick is to keep that focus as long as possible. The three main tools Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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A medal in the center of La Haye Block.



I also award medals during the battle for brave and dashing deeds, and have a “busy bee” medal (usually handed out to a parent) for the player who keeps trying so hard but can barely hit the ground much less the opposing army. These medals reinforce moment to moment goals and heroics that are helping the team win. Having players come back year after year sporting their medals is a cool feeling - and is intimidating to new players, who never hesitate to ask, “how come she has two medals?” It’s like having a real life built in morale system.



Legion of Honour and Busy Bee medals.



Clear Goals - medals! The second way I keep the players focused is by giving them very clear goals. What’s more clear than placing real medals in key locations on the battlefield? At the beginning of the game I point out the medals, usually at key location or two and one on each of the army’s flags, explaining that “those are for keeps” if you earn them by capturing and holding a position or winning the game by capturing your opponent’s flag. It quickly becomes clear who the goal-minded young officers are, as they risk everything by forming column and making a bee line for an objective.



A unit getting hit in column- also known as the domino maneuver.



Chaos - What happens in Belgium… The last key tools I have are the players themselves. As they fire upon a line and wooden soldiers go flying everywhere, or a wooden block wall collapses or a well-timed cavalry charge captures a battery of guns, everyone celebrates the chaos of the battlefield. This is the visceral portion of the game that everyone wants, but you are never sure that you are going to get at each throw. The concentration on the faces of the cadets when aiming true with a rubber ball is something I’ve seldom seen at the war game table.



Bridge battle.
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Morale Checks - not every battle is won With so many cadets, tempers can flare, because not everyone is a winner. This goes for the young and old. Often a gentle reminder is all that’s needed to get them back on track - and honestly. Mostly I ask them if they enjoyed the game. They say yes, and then I reply then that was your reward - well done! Just being straight up and reminding them they just played a game brings them back around.



really need to shine - or next time try for one of the aforementioned capture point medals.” He was in line for the following day’s game, and asked if he could command a unit of cavalry, so he had a better chance at glory. The Hook is set - floor top cadets become armchair generals Going back to that moment of rolling your first natural 20, Wooden Wars has become the first wargaming experience for dozens of local kids. It has started to be known around the local conventions as the cadet school, or the scouting grounds.



Cadets recoil (literally) from the heavy fire.



I remember one kid saying after a battle “Don’t I get a medal?” To which I replied to the entire set of players and onlookers, “Did you do something spectacular to deserve it? Yes you’ve done your job by knocking over some troops, which helped your side win the battle, and that is what you are supposed to do - but in order to get a medal you
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Several grizzled veterans look on as the enemy maneuvers.
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The emotional hook in playing a game, a social behavior that comes with the ability to create a story - to be a part of a story brings the cadets back year after year, with them eventually graduating up into the “bigger kid” games. I now have grizzled veterans at the ripe age of 9 that have been playing for 3 years and who have built up real gaming reputations. I’ve got one young veteran cavalry officer, Captain Charlotte who is well decorated and a terror to the enemy’s flanks. I can boast another 11 year old cadet who is a master with a battery of guns. Apparently in his off campaign season plays some arcane game called “baseball”.



Queen Victoria’s Robot Wars - Rourke’s Rivet.



Wooden Wars Borodino.



For more battle reports and pictures, march to the sound of the guns at: www.skullandcrown.blogspot.com Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Climbing the lead mountain. Day 5... still no sign of the summit.



By Iron Mitten - http://iron-mitten.blogspot.com



Submissions to Wargame Bloggers Quarterly



Would you like to see your work appear in a future issue of Wargame Bloggers Quarterly? We’re always looking for new authors and content for future issues. Alternatively, you might know of someone else who has something you think worthy of appearing here. We’re always open to suggestions! Before contacting us you should download and read both our Charter and our detailed Submission Guidelines. They cover important issues like copyright and how to submit. Once you’ve read them and understand what’s involved you’re ready to talk to us! Our Editorial Panel reviews all submissions and chooses which items go into each issue under the direction of the Issue Editor-in-Chief. We try to ensure each issue contains a variety of articles covering different periods and all aspects of the wargaming and miniature painting hobby. If you’d like to submit your content for a future issue please email the Editor-in-Chief at [email protected] We’d love to hear from you!



The WBQ Team Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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Part II



By Eric the Shed from Shed Wars - http://shedwars.blogspot.com



I was really keen to realise an Egyptian theme for my table and of course this means Pyramids, Obelisks, Statues and Temples. This article will not dwell too much on most of these elements as all it takes is a bit of luck and a small amount of cash to hunt through eBay and junkshops to meet your Egyptian needs.
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My pyramid is an old Play Mobil toy sourced for a tenner locally and all the various Egyptian statures are sourced from eBay – just bung Egyptian into the search box and see what comes up. I found a number of useful items in the Ornaments and Collectable sections. These were all primed
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with grey car spray and then painted using the same colour pattern that I used on the terrain boards. The final piece in this article will cover my scratch built Temple. I had originally bought one of the Hirst models but soon realised that it just looked to small
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab



(I do now have a ready supply of bricks which I will use in another project). No I wanted something bigger, more imposing. The construction of this temple is really very simple. Firstly it is mounted on a 50cm square board, with all the walls and towers constructed from 3mm foamcore, dressing pins and pva glue. I drew inspiration from the internet with particular emphasis to the temple at the ancient city of Edfu.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab The second stage took a little bit longer. The whole building would be covered in thin blue foam and then the stonework embossed using a ruler and biro. It was always my intention to have a couple of Cartouches on the outside towers of the temple. My initial attempts were just too cartoony and in the end I downloaded some images from the internet and traced these onto spare off cuts of blue foam.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab The temple was then given a white primer and painted in the same colour as all the other pieces. All of the statues and obelisks can be repositioned around this structure allowing from some storage benefits as well as delivering flexibility in lay out. From start to finish this project took about 5 months to complete, several tubs of sand, a lot of pva and quite possibly a small tree’s worth of cork bark. Since the core pieces were finished it’s featured in a pirate game, a pulp alley adventure, a bug hunt and an initial crack at Saga’s Crescent & Cross. It has been great fun and has opened up a range of new terrain build possibilities including desert wells, sand dunes and even a fort are planned for the future.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab
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SAGA Do's and Don'ts



Do's and Don'ts



By Monty Luhman from Twin Cities Gamer ~ http://twincitiesfieldofglory.blogspot.com



One thing I love about SAGA is that it keeps attracting new players. With that in mind, I’ve got some friendly tips to help everyone get a good game on! Don’t play the same warband against the same faction in the same scenario over and over again I did this as a new player, only to see my Normans repeatedly whipped by the Irish. A long string of losses can lead you to conclude that SAGA or your warband is broken. Trust me, they’re not.



Every warband has unique strengths and weaknesses that play out differently in each scenario and with different factions. Change up scenarios, change up warbands and you’ll change up the results as well. Do keep it fresh There are 7 scenarios in the original rulebook and 8 more in The Crescent and The Cross. Additional scenarios are posted up on the Studio Tomahawk forum, along with variations on the original scenarios. Try dicing for a random scenario to play and play back-toback games if you can. Variety is what makes SAGA really shine! Don’t let your lone warband hold you back from playing other factions When you get down to it, the Jomsvikings look like Pagan Rus, who look like the Vikings, who
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look like the Anglo-Danes, who look like the Anglo-Saxons. The Irish look like the Norse-Gaels and the Normans look like the Bretons who look like Spanish who…you get my point. You don’t have to worry about insufferable historical purists in SAGA as they’re all playing Napoleonics (kidding!). As long as your opponent can tell your warriors from your hearthguard, you’re good to go. If you’re thinking of painting a new faction, use a proxy to test them and ensure you enjoy their style of play. Volume 2 ~ Issue 1 ~ August 2015



#DARK AGES



Do use SAGA as an excuse for a deeper historical dive! Thanks to SAGA, I’ve read about people and places I’d never read about before. Painting Byzantines led me to Lars Brownworth’s superb “Lost to the West.” From there, I continue to read and think about the Byzantine empire. Painting Norse-Gaels led me to the Battle of Clontarf and the story of the Vikings in Ireland. From there, I discovered the fascinating story of the Norse conversion from paganism to Christianity. Beware! Once you start down this rabbit hole, you’ll never get back out.



Don’t judge a battle board by its cover You can’t fully see the strengths and weaknesses of a battle board without playing it. When The Crescent and The Cross was released, I dismissed some factions out of hand because their battle boards looked weak. The first time I played the Spanish, I moaned about their board until suddenly, it clicked. I found a sweet combination that helped steal a victory! The Spanish have gone from “terrible” to my current favorite faction. Take a chance and you’ll be surprised as well.



Do try SAGA with your favorite beverage of choice SAGA is not so hard that you have to be a Jonathan Nash to manage it. You might even try our favorite house rule, “winner buys the next round.” Don’t let perfect be the enemy of good enough painting. One challenge in our hobby is getting painted troops on the table. Setting the painting bar too high for yourself can result in a warband you never finish. Block paint or block and wash/dip. The key is to get a warband on the table and not win “Best Painted.” Do have fun After all, that’s the reason we come out to play!



View more of Monty’s wonderful SAGA collection here: http://twincitiesfieldofglory.blogspot.com/search/label/Saga Wargame Bloggers Quarterly 
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PAINTING GERMANS in the Western Desert in WWII By Mark Hargreaves from Over Open Sights ~ http://over-open-sights.blogspot.co.uk What follows is not a step by step guide, just an indication of the palette chosen to get these end results. Enjoy, and I hope the information contained within proves useful. All figures are by Perry Miniatures.



Œ Œ �



EARLY AFRIKA KORPS ‘41



Key to Paint Vendors: VMC: Vallejo Model Colour VGC: Vallejo Game Colour FDY: Foundry triads CDA: Coat D’Arms



� Ž



Œ



Tropical helmets: VMC Beige Brown with drybrushed highlight of that with added VMC Pale Sand.



�



This helmet is an earlier colour scheme of the German tropical green being a base of VMC Olive Grey highlighted with a dry - brushed highlight of that mixed with a touch of VMC Pale Sand.



Ž



Tunic: VMC Russian Uniform WW2 highlighted with added VMC Yellow Green. Breeches: a base of VMC German Cammo Medium Brown with highlights of that with added VMC Light Grey.



�



Tunic: VMC Russian Uniform WW2 with highlights of that with added VMC Light Grey. Breeches: Russian Uniform WW2 highlighted with added VMC Yellow Green.



�



Trousers and Breeches: VMC German Cammo Medium Brown highlighted with added VMC Off White.



‘



Tunic: VMC Olive Grey with highlights of that with added VMC Beige.



� Ž



‘ � ‘



�



PAINTING GUIDES



• Tommies in Hot Places: Khaki Drill and Wolseley Helmets



Mark has also produced a range of wonderful WWI painting guides! They are all available for download on his blog. At time of press the following guides are available:



• Aussies and Kiwis in Egypt and Gallipoli, 1915



WWI - The Great War • Tommies 1914-15 • Tommies in Tin Helmets 1917-18
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• The Desert Mounted Corps, Palestine, 1917 • The Turks • Imperial German Infantry 1914-15 • The Indian Army in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Palestine
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EARLY AFRIKA KORPS ‘41 CONT.



’



VMC German Cammo Black Brown with highlight of VMC Mahogany Brown.



“



The canvas part of the boots is panted with VMC German Cammo Beige and highlighted with that with added VMC Off White. The leather part is VMC Flat Brown with a highlight of VMC Mahogany Brown. This is the same for all figures pictured in this guide.



�



Breeches and trousers: All have a base of VMC German Cammo Medium Brown highlighted with added VMC Off White.



Ž



Helmets and Gas Mask Containers: A base of VMC Green Ochre highlighted with a dry brushing of that with added VMC Off White.



‘ �



Cloth Field Caps, canvas bags and straps: VMC German Cammo Beige highlighted with added VMC Off White.



’ “



AFRIKA KORPS ‘42



Œ



Tunics: All tunics here have a base of VMC Russian Uniform WW2 highlighted with added CDA Horse Tone Grey (a good light grey from any other range would suffice).



�



Some have a lighter and more faded appearance that is achieved by adding in slightly more of the light grey paint for the first and second highlight.



Ž Œ



�



Ammunition Pouches: A base of black highlighted with VMC German Grey.
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‘



Water bottles: Black lid highlighted with VMC German Grey. Body of the bottle VMC German Cammo Black Brown highlighted with VMC Flat Brown. Woodwork: FDY Spearshaft triad.
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AFRIKA KORPS ‘43 From what I understand, by 1943 the Afrika Korps were wearing a variety of clothing and equipment gleaned from wherever they could obtain it even British clothing. Here are a few examples of figures painted up to resemble the DAK in a more sandy coloured appearance. These schemes could also be augmented with the more faded tropical green as outlined above.



Œ



Helmets: as above.



�



Field Caps: An even more faded look with a base of VMC Stone Grey given a dry-brushed highlight of that plus white.



Ž



Breeches and trousers: These figures have a base of VMC Beige Brown highlighted with added VMC Pale Sand or VMC Off White.



�



Tunics: Base of VMC Desert Yellow highlighted with that with added VMC Pale Sand.



’



Tunics: Base of VMC Khaki Grey highlighted with added VMC Iraqi Sand.



�



�



Ž



‘



Tunics: Base of VGC Desert Yellow (a darker tone than the VMC of the same name), again highlighted with VMC Pale Sand.



�



�



�



�



Tunics: Base of VMC Green Ochre highlighted with that and added VMC Pale Sand.



Ž



�



Œ



‘



’



Ž
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HOW TO



DESIGN A RULEBOOK By Mike Reynolds from The Dark Templar ~ http://the-dark-templar.blogspot.co.uk Inspired by a couple of posts I read last week by Kris Marquardt at Wargames and Railroads blog and András Szilvásy at Random & Creative blog, about the layout of gaming rulebooks, I thought I would do a series of posts about the topic. Both bloggers opened my eyes and gave me a different opinion to one that I thought was the norm. I’ve had a few days (on holiday) to think about how our opinions seem to be at odds on the surface, but actually we’re all striving for the same result. As well as being a collector of rulebooks over the years (I mostly do PDFs nowadays) I recently combined job and hobby by designing the Aetherium rulebook for Anvil Eight Games. This is obviously where you have to put ideas into practice and I’ll be going through my process in detail at a later stage.
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At the end of the day, as with all graphic design, the rulebook is a piece of communication, trying to get several messages across to the reader. Some of those messages are obvious (how to play the game), some of them less so (establishing brand recognition and brand equity). Whether or not these messages get across and have the desired outcome is down to the visual communication quality of the rulebook and as a consequence the graphic designer (and any of the other cooks that have a stir of the process). Different companies will have different starting points and different messages to deliver – a start up games company will have a different strategy and objectives than a very established games company and will have to go about things in a different way.
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In addition there will be individuals wanting to dip their toe in the water and put together some rules they created in Word, so they can simply share them with the world. All will have elements in common and (should) follow basic design rules to ensure effective message delivery. My plan is to begin by breaking down the anatomy of a rulebook, giving some of my observations both as a gamer and a designer. I’m not going to go through a rack of available books and critic them – we’ll be working from a purely hypothetical perspective for the most part. Hopefully I can open your eyes to a few things that go into the process and between us we can (hypothetically) design the best rulebook in the world!
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PREPARATION The underlying premise is that a rulebook is basically a piece of communication and like any other form of communication needs to be clear and concise to be effective. But before you go near a computer you need to decide a few things.



First of all, what do you want your rulebook to be? Do you want a nofrills, rules-only booklet or are you looking to create a lavish window into the world you’ve created with full colour imagery, background stories – the works? Next you need to map out the rulebook and make a list of what you want to include and in what order. What do you want to include? Table of Contents You are almost certainly going to need one of these so that readers can see what’s included and where they might find a particular section they’re looking for. The Rules Obviously you’re going to need the rules themselves, but how will they be broken down into sections to make it easier to read? Will you want an introduction to the rules to explain the items needed to play and some of the terms used within the rules? What about any extras? Filler Text Do you want to include any historic background or stories to help flesh out the world in which your rules take place. This can often be used to draw the reader in more and get their imagination going, make them more enthusiastic to play the game. Do you want to have extensive explanations of the factions involved – remember, even with historical gaming not everyone will know the background or motivations.
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Scenarios You may want to have a few sample missions or scenarios included in your ruleset and your rules may require army lists for any factions or characters involved. Miniatures Do you want to include any miniature building or painting guides? Showing off the ideal game can do wonders to capture the viewers’ imagination. Plus… Finally, do you want to include any cards or tokens to print/cut out? Any credits, references or links to additional resources? What about an index or glossary? Any maps? Reference sheets?
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How many pages? Once you have your batting list of things to include you need to decide how much space each element will take up. If you’re creating a ruleset that will only be available as a downloadable PDF or Word doc then you don’t need to worry about the number of pages as much. If you intend you have your rules printed commercially then this will be a big consideration.
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Whilst the cost of printing does usually go up if you have more pages, it’s often not as much as you may think and there may be instances where more pages will actually cost you no more, or even less!! The number of pages (including front and back covers) needs to be divisible by four, regardless of whether your book will be saddlestitched (stapled) or perfect-bound (glued into the spine). I won’t go into a lengthy explanation about why this is, but it’s part of the production process. Therefore, if you end up with 97 pages you’re either going to have to lose a page (to make it 96) or add three more (to make it a round 100). Careful planning at this stage will save a lot of wasted time and extra work re-doing pages. In my industry, for any brochure or catalogue in excess of 100 pages we would create a pagination document. This is basically a spreadsheet that records the intended content of every page within the book. This way you can always tell how many pages you have left and where the gaps are in your content. You’ll be able to tell what’s going to be on a left or right hand page and how many pages each section of the rulebook will be. This pagination document becomes your master reference for the project and is constantly updated as things change. Everyone in the early part of the process refers to it so it must be correct. You may find it useful creating one, even if your rulebook is less than 100 pages – it became a very important tool in the creation of the Aetherium rulebook, that’s for sure!
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So at this point you have your pagination document, you just need to make sure you have content for all these pages. Ideally you want to have a final version of your rules, or as close as you can – don’t worry about photos or pictures yet.



Left: Example pagination document (yet to be completed) for a hypothetical game Humans vs Aliens.



TEMPLATES



I’ve said it several times already, the thing to remember when designing something like a wargame rulebook is that it is a piece of communication. As such it needs to be clear, easy to understand and easy to navigate. The only challenge you want to pose for your readers is when they play the game itself – reading the rulebook shouldn’t be a challenge as it’ll put potential gamers off before they’ve started. White space is your friend in achieving this goal, so don’t be afraid of spacing things out on a page if it means it’s easier to follow what’s going on. Keep these things in mind as you map out the templates for your rulebook.



If you’re final document will be a PDF or in Word the pages will only really be seen individually, but if you’re having your rulebook printed you need to think in double-page spreads. Our hypothetical book will be created as spreads, so you just need to scale things back if working in individual pages.



For our example rulebook – the hypothetical Humans vs Aliens – I’m using a 6-column grid on my A4 page, with 20mm borders on the left and right edges and 25mm on the top and bottom. I apologise now for the folks that use inches, I think its quicker and more accurately in metric!



Keep text well away from any edges, neatly organised into columns. Most documents will be based upon a 2-column grid, but by having 4 or 6 columns you give yourself more flexibility with the design… if you can restrain yourself and not let things get out of control.



I’ve kept the column gutters quite generous at 8mm, allowing breathing space when the text does get heavy.



First of all, every document needs to be based around a grid. Why? Well, it keeps everything neat and tidy and means that things (like page numbers) are in the same place on a page. Repetition like this breeds familiarity, which in turn means that your document will be much easier to navigate for readers. Right: Double-page spread with grid established.
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Next we’re going to establish our basic navigation and text hierarchy. For the purposes of our template I’m using the font Helvetica Neue, as it’s clean and simple which is what I want at this stage to explain what I’m thinking. You’ll notice it’s all looking very plain at the moment, but we’ll soon inject some life into it – we need to establish some layout rules first.
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Navigation The navigation on the spread is made up of three elements: • The page numbers, which I have positioned in the bottom left and right • Section navigation, to the top right • External links, along the bottom, to get people involved in the social media or to visit the website. Most languages read from left to right, so our navigation is geared around this. The section navigation is to the top-right so it’s easily spotted as people flick through the book to find the section they want. Similarly, the page number to the bottom-right supports this searching – the page number bottom-left is in case people flick through the book from back to front. By adding links to websites and social media on every page you have a good chance that the reader will visit these places to find out more information or others who are interested in your rules.



Above: Our double-page spread is populated with navigation and template text.



Text Hierarchy I have six levels of text established in the above example:



• Sub headings – allows you to break up areas under a title into things such as “making a charge move” or “shooting into cover”.



• Section Heading – big and bold so people know when they’ve moved into a new section.



• Body copy – the bulk of the text in your document will be at this size.



• Main title – to establish areas such as the “Movement phase” and “Shooting phase” of the rules.



• Example text – when you wish to pick out an example within the body copy, italics make a good vehicle for this.



Below: Our double-page spread showing the grid (pink) and guidelines (blue).



• Notes – like the example text but with added gravitas… you really need people to read this. Elsewhere in the rulebook you’re also likely to have tiny text for things such as copyright text, credits, etc. but these are the main type sizes you’ll be using. Now that they’re established, it makes life a lot easier as you start to design your individual pages. So now we have everything in place we need to layout the actual text and decide what visuals (if any) we’re going to add to the pages.
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DESIGN: I



With the templates done, we’re moving to the visual look of your page and you need to keep in mind a couple of things – who your audience is and how they’re going to use your book. If your rulebook is going out as a Word doc or PDF file and you expect your audience to print it out then have mercy on their toner cartridges. In this instance you don’t want to use lots of full colour images, or have important stuff within 10-15mm of any page edge. However, this doesn’t mean your rulebook has to look boring – we’ll cover this option later. If your rulebook is meant to be viewed purely onscreen – ebook or PDF on an iPad for instance – then you don’t want to have anything took subtle in the background that will become washed out on a screen. Also screens are much brighter than paper, so consideration will need to be made when choosing colour. Screens only require low resolution images and can display incredible detail, so take advantage of that too, especially if the viewer can zoom into diagrams, etc.



If you want your document to be printed commercially (or print on demand via the internet) and high impact then you have an opportunity to go for it (without going over the top). Let’s look at this option a bit closer. Taking our template spread from our hypothetical rulebook, I have commandeered some imagery from the XCom game (which is essentially humans vs aliens) for the purposes of demonstrating how easy it can be to create high impact visuals. First of all I’ve changed the fonts to something more appropriate to the subject matter. Choosing fonts is a minefield and there’s something to be said for “less is more”. I chosen a rather fancy (but not over the top) display font from dafont.com for my Section Heading, navigation to the topright and page numbers. They’re still very legible, but have a more sci-fi edge to them which helps with creating a feel for the game. For the rest of the text I’ve gone with Titillium, which is a very strong sans-serif typeface yet has



a technical vibe. I’ve purposefully kept the main body text clean and very easy to read – do not be using fancy typefaces in here! I’ve plucked out a couple of colours from my background image to add some complimentary colour and made the bulk of the text 90% black instead of 100% black to take the harshness out of it. For my background image, I took a large, landscape (horizontal) pic and dropped it into the background. This frames the page and adds some atmosphere. However, text is not going to be legible sitting on it so I dropped a white box on top of it big enough to cover my text area (and a little more). I made the opacity of this box 95% to allow a tiny bit of the background image to show through, without interfering with the text. Similarly, I dropped white circles behind the page numbers to help them stand out. We want the reader to easily find and identify them, without having the page numbers dominate or distract from the main text. The topright navigation got the same treatment, with a thin white keyline to draw people’s eye across the top of the page, to make it easier to find. The box ‘bleeds’ off the edge of the page so that it can be seen easily as you flick though the book. A quick lesson in typography… You will notice that the columns of text sit on the same baseline grid. The baseline is the ‘line’ upon which most letters sit, and which descenders (such as those found on lowercase ‘p’ ‘y’ and ‘j’) drop below. Left: Our example double-page spread.
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Similarly, text in an adjacent column to a Main Title shares the same baseline as the Main Title text rather than aligning with the top of the Main Title.



Below: The spread with guidelines – note the text on the same baseline.



Conversely, the text opposite the Section Header align with the top of the Section Header rather than the baseline – aligning with the baseline would leave a rather large gap at the top of the page. Does that make sense? That explanation is a bit on the heavy side, but it just means that everything looks more aligned and considered, rather than just letting text fall where it may. You will notice we have some other visual additions to the spread. In the far left column we have an example diagram (in this instance a screenshot from the computer game but you get the idea). It’s accompanied by our example text in italics as per the template. You will notice that I dropped it into a box with a blue keyline. This was to pick it out further from the bodycopy so that it stands out. I could have gone to town on the box itself with metallic effects, or make it look like a computer panel but given how much else is going on it makes more sense to be reserved to maintain legibility – less is more.
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As much as I’ve been going on a lot about grids and templates, it does make sense to break out of these grids now and again, else you page starts to look very rigid. As our copy in the far right column has fallen short of the bottom of the page (a change from the template for demonstration purposes), I have taken the opportunity to introduce a cut-out pic of a Muton alien, breaking in from the edge of the page. I have forced the text to flow around his shape to help his integration into the page. His presence introduces new shapes and angles into our grid and your eye starts to flow more around the pages.



of his body. Obviously, I’ve cherrypicked my images from a wealthy resource in the XCom games, but what this shows is that if you have images don’t simply drop them in a rectangular box – having cutouts can create interesting shapes on the page. But again, don’t overdo it. So that pretty much describes the thinking behind this layout. It is very heavy on the visuals – too much for some no doubt – but we’ve managed to keep things reasonably restrained. As a piece of communication it works and has plenty of eye candy.



Similarly, I have taken the opportunity to add a cut-out of the flying bot (hilariously named Floaters) to the middle of column two. He breaks out of our column grid and your eye flows around the page as you follow the angle
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DESIGN: II



For this next example I’ve tweaked the original and cleaned it up a bit. Gone are the cut-out images and things take on much more of a gridded appearance. The main thing to notice is that we now have illustrative edges to the pages and these contain the page numbers and navigation. I’ve rotated the navigation text in the the top-right to read down the page and added a coloured tab. This demonstrates a way of colour-coding each section of your rulebook so that as people flick through they know exactly where they are at all times. Simple but effective. You will also see that I’ve rotated the example box to now span the width of page one. Similarly, the image on page two is at the top of the page to counter-balance the example box. Still too colourful? Let’s strip things out even more… This is exactly the same spread, except the illustrated edges are gone. I’ve kept the colourcoding and added a coloured ring around the page numbers. This reinforces the colour-coding and make the numbers more noticeable.



Above: Gridded layout minue cut-out imagery.



organised and considered. You may notice that I have altered the example box to make use of our six-column grid – the image now spans 4 columns to the 2 text columns.



This second design is still colourful, but it’s restricted to the featured images rather than any peripheral ‘distractions’. If this is still a bit over the top we’d better have a look at something a lot more subtle.



Below: Slimline with grids…



With the guides turned on you can see that our columns are still on the same baseline grid and things are still
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BLACK AND WHITE We’ve looked at three ways to lay out a colourful page in your rulebook – but what about black and white options? Off the top of my head, I can see only three reasons why you would want to create something in black and white:



Below: De-saturation of our latter colour example.



1. Print-friendly You’re producing a printable PDF/ Word version of your rules and want to save readers’ paper and ink when they print it out. 2. Cost You’re having it printed commercially and can’t afford the colour price (though this isn’t as much of an issue these days thanks to digital printing). 3. Personal Taste You simply prefer black and white and don’t want the distraction of colour. Let’s have a look at how these reasons might be implemented in the layout of your rulebook. This first example is almost a straight de-saturation of our latter colour example. I have changed our grid somewhat – 20mm borders on all sides except the top edge which has 30mm. You will notice that I’ve moved the page numbers to the top of the page (where the extra space is) next to the navigation. The only thing remaining at the bottom of the page is our social media and web links. There is the possibility that these may be lost if the reader’s printer has excessive print margins, but it’s not the end of the world as they can refer back to the digital document (in fact I’d encourage these links being clickable in the digital document
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in the first place). Now the bit that doesn’t work as well – images.



an inkjet print) they will use an excessive amount of ink/toner.



I’ve used grayscale versions of images from our coloured examples and they’ll be fine for reasons 2 and 3 above, however they’re no use for readers trying to print your document – they’re too saturated and (aside from making the paper wet and wrinkled from



By using simple line drawings to represent diagrams and filler images (such as this wonderful concept illustration on the right by Heath Foley for Mantic Games) you save the reader some expense and keep your document very legible. Your reader will thank you for it!



Above: Images replaces with line drawings.
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Why still bother with images? Because, just like the colour examples, we want to establish our game’s brand and/or give our reader some eye candy to stimulate their imagination and get them excited about playing. Just because there’s no colour it doesn’t mean our document should be boring to look at, hence the re-introduction of an image that breaks out of the grid.



Below: Following basic principles...



But what could you do to improve things if you have no illustrations and you’re just putting something together yourself to stick online for people to look at? Again, there’s no reason why you can’t follow the basic principles here. In this example I’ve reclaimed some of the border – reduced to 15mm on all sides except the bottom edge which is 20mm. This gives us a bit more text space, so we’ll get more on each page. However, this shouldn’t mean it’s wall-to-wall text, crammed in there. You need to let the text breathe in order for it to be legible and easy to read and take in. I’ve maintained as much of the



space as I can from previous examples and I’ve introduced double return spaces before subheadings. Similarly, I’ve kept the text well away from the top of the diagram box. All the navigation and links have moved down to the bottom, to allow more text space. But remember, it’s all about letting the text breathe by adding space. If you want to know whether



there’s enough space on your page you need to look at it with your eyes half-closed. If your page columns become large grey rectangular shapes then there’s not enough space in your page. If you can still identify each section of text (like the image above) then you’re on the right lines. And that’s how you design a rulebook!



Below: The ‘eyes half-closed’ view,



Editor: Mike provided a large number of additional images that we’ve omitted here from the article for both bervity and from a copyright point of view. Please take the time to visit Mike’s wonderful blog and read the series in full. There are several supplementary articles on specific rule sets and their design principles which you’ll find interesting if you enjoyed this!
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# HASHTAGS Your guide to finding what interests YOU in past issues of Wargame Bloggers Quarterly!



#AAR



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 4, Bloody Cremona!



#AGE OF SAIL



Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 13, Play by Blog Wargaming the Age of Sail via the Internet



#ANCIENTS



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 4, Bloody Cremona! Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 10, One King, Two Lives Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 21, Nothing Succeeds Like Successors



#BOOK REVIEW



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 10, One King, Two Lives Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 11, Classic War Games Books Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 21, Nothing Succeeds Like Successors



#COLONIAL



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 4, A Wargamer’s Attraction to the Sudan Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 19, NGA PAKANGA O AOTEAROA The Colonial New Zealand Wars



# DARK AGES



Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 16, SAGA Do’s and Don’ts



#GANGSTERS



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 8, Trouble Brewing in Serenity City Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 34, Let there be Light! Serenity City II



#INTERWAR



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 26, Cricket in VBCW at Partizan in the Park



#LOTR



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 30, Durin’s Causeway



#MODELLING



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 11, Whitechapel 1888 Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 15, Lledo Days Gone Bye Horse Drawn Carriages Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 22, Guess What??? 28mm is NOT a Scale!!! Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 19, Basing Napoleonics Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 4, Egyptian Desert Terrain Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 10, Egyptian Desert Terrain Part II



#NAVAL



Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 13, Play by Blog Wargaming the Age of Sail via the Internet



#NAPOLEONICS



#DESIGN



Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 22, How to Design a Rulebook



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 14, Poulet Marengo Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 19, Basing Napoleonics Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 10, Talavera 1809



#FANTASY



#PAINTING



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 30, Durin’s Causeway



#FOOD



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 14, Poulet Marengo



#FUN & GAMES



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 22, Spot the Royalist Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 25, The Shield Painter Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 17, Every Time! Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 32, To Dip or not to Dip... That is the Question! Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 9, Climbing the Lead Mountain Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 4, The Training of Armchair Generals
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Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 10, Egyptian Desert Terrain Part II



#RULES



Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 22, How to Design a Rulebook



#SUDAN



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 4, A Wargamer’s Attraction to the Sudan



#TUTORIAL



Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 18, Doin’ Faces A Tutorial



#VBCW



Vol. 1, Iss. 2, pg. 26, Cricket in VBCW at Partizan in the Park



#VICTORIAN



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 11, Whitechapel 1888



#WWI



Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 4, Operation Gericht Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 25, Freikorps Werdenfels



#WWII



Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 18, Painting Italians in the Western Desert in WWII Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 18, Painting Germans in the Western Desert in WWII



Vol. 1, Iss. 1, pg. 17, Vallejo Model Colour & Triads Vol. 1, Iss. 3, pg. 18, Doin’ Faces A Tutorial Vol. 1, Iss. 4, pg. 18, Painting Italians in the Western Desert in WWII Vol. 2, Iss. 1, pg. 18, Painting Germans in the Western Desert in WWII
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A typical Norwegian, Viking Raider from 8th century, pre Christian era, who by his clothing and dress is from the warrior elite of the society. Ready for battle, he strikes an imposing figure, ready to strike fear into the hearts of those foes that he faces. Illustration by Pete “PanzerKaput” Barfield
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